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1.. •)r_e bag of Portland cement, 50 kg in weight, 5. 
-vculd normally have a bulk volume of 

2. 

<a) :30 l 

Cb) 35l 

(c) 40 l 

(d) 45l 

AsCu, & preservative for wood, developed by 
thE Forest Research Institute, Dehradun, 
comprises of chemicals : 

.t .. s~05. 2H20, CuS04. 5H20 and K2Cr2C7 in 
t:1e pro:portion of 

If the actual thickr_es s of a brick masCillry wEll 
is 19 em, its effectp;e _ength is 2·7•) m, i:;s 
effective height is 2·82 m &:ld i-:;s 

code-specified stiffe:r:ing coefficient is 1· .2, 

then, for design :::o:1sideratio:r:o, the 
slenderness ratio o~' tte wa] will be taken as 

(a) 11·8 

(b) 12·4 

(c) 14·2 

(d) 14·8 

(a) 1 : 1: 1 

(b) 1:2:3 
6. Consider the follovi:r:g -=cnns of wat~r in a 

hydrated cement paste : 

3. 

(c:) 1:2:4 

(d) 1:3:4 

ThE minimum number of annular rings tc• be 
seen in ~very 2·54 em in the radial direction 
froD. the core for timber to be classified as 
'Dense' i3 

(E-) 10 

(t) 20 

~c) 25 

:d) 30 

~·lll3ider the following statements related to 
3.utcdave bricks : 

l. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Less water absorption compared to 
other bricks. 

N-::Lse reduction. 

It is cheap compared to other types of 
brieks. 

Requirement of bulk volume of mor-:;ar 
in joints being relatively less compared 
to ether types of brick masonry. 

Not recommended for outer walls. 

Which o: the above statements are relevant to 
t:J.e t:se of 'autoclave' bricks? 

( 3.) 1, 2 and 4 

(J) 1, 3 and 5 

(·~) 2, .3 and 4 

:a> 2, 4 and 5 

7. 

E-GT .J-C -DDA ( 2-A) 

1. Capillary wat~r 

2. Chemically combine<i water 

3. 

4. 

Interlayer wa-:er 

Adsorbed water 

Which of the above fJrms of water ·,;;ill, C·L 

its/their removal, ca·~se shrinkage of th.:. 
paste? 

(a) 1, 2 and 3 

(b) 1, 2 and 4 

(c) 2, 3 and 4 

(d) 1, 3 and 4 

A specimen is subjected tc a pure shea::- stress 

regime of intensity 1:. The resulting :ensile 

and compressive stresses cr, which oc~ur on 

planes inclined at 45° tc th~ direction of th~ 

shear stresses, woulc. be 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

1: 

2 
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8. :=:onsid8r the follawing statements : 10. 

High early strength of cement is obtained a~: a 
::."esult cf 

1. 

2. 

"' .... 

Fine grinding. 

Decreasing the lime content. 

Burning at nigher temperature. 

"=· Increasing the quantity of gypsum. 

Which c.f the abov3 statements are correct ? 

(3.) 1 and 2 

(J) 1 md 3 

(r~) 2 and 3 

(d) 3 and 4 

Consider the follo·.ving staterr_entt: related to 
':1.on-de~:tructive 1-e3ting' of concrete : 

1. IndentatioL test is used to a~-sess the 
qt:.a.lity of cor_crete. 

1. 

3. 

RE-sonant Frequen::y Method is based •m 
a laborato~ test. 

Ccmpressive st.re::1gth of concrete is 
estimated through Pulse Velocity 
Measurement. 

Dyr_amic M::ldulw of Elasticity is 
de-:E-rmined by a Scnometer Test.. 

Thickness of concrete can be estimated 
by in-situ Retound Hammer TeEt. 

Which of the abov-:J statements are cor:-ect? 

(:t) 1, 2 and 3 onl:r 

(j) 1, 2 and 5 oLl:"' 

9. Consider the following statements related tv 
'c:>mposite mortar' : 

(t:l 

(d.) 

1, ~. 3 and 4 o.:1ly 

1, ~, 3, 4 and 5 

1 Addition of lime to cement mortar 11. ¥!hat is the amount of water requirE-d for a 

improves its workability. Vl'orkable RC of m:.x 1 : 2 : 4 by weight, whe::1 
W.'C is 0·60 and unit weight af con·~rete is 

2. Composite mortar is obtained by adding 2400 kg/m3? 

3. 

10% by weight of cement and mixing 

with water. 

Co:nposite rr_ortar is not preferred iL 

tall buildings. 

4. Mechanical grinding is essential for 

developing co:nposite mortar. 

W1.ich of the above statements are true in this 
case? 

(a) 1, 2 and 3 only 

(b) 1, 3 and 4 onl~ 

(c) 2, 3 and 4 only 

(d) 1, 2, 3 and 4 

c~: 165Z 

ct: 205t 

(c) 245l 

(d) 2851 

12. Fcc a given elastic mE.terial, the Elast;c 

M::dulus E is 210 GPa and its Poisson'a Ratio 

is 0·27. ~Nr_at is the approximate value of its 

M-:xlulus af Rigidity ? 

(a: 105 3-Pa 

(b: 83 GPa 

(c) 159 GPa 

(d) 165 GPa 

B-GTD-C-DDA ( 3- A) 
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13. A mild 3teel bar is subjected to an axid force 1 'i. W_-llch of the folloVJing stresses is measured 

P, resulting in an axial stress 

crx = 10•) N/mm2. What would be the normal 

stress :ln on a plane n-n making an angle 

6 = 45~ VTith its axis ? 

y 

p ._--+----------~,~----------t--.-P 

(a) 25 N/mm2 

(b) 40 N/mm2 

(c) 

I ' I 
I 
I 
I :y 
I 

' ' ' ',n 

14. -Nhat is the ratio of the strain energy in bar X 
to that in bar Y when the material of the two 
bars is the same ? The cross-sectional arEas 
ae as in:Lcated over the indicated lengths. 

'' 

Bar X 

(a) 1/3 

(J• 2/3 

:e) 4/3 

(d) 1/6 

A T 
l/2 

t 
l/2 

1 

on inclined surface in Mo~r's Circle Methcc ? 

(a) Principal streEs 

(b) Normal strEss 

(c) Tangential stress 

(d) Maximum stre,:;s 

16. The state of stress Jr_ &..n element m plan~ 

stre3E is shown as ~n ~lB figure. 

cr 

---~-_.q 

• 

l50N/mm2 

What 1s the value of cr if b.e vahes of the 

:xinc:p.:>.l stresses are 164 K/mm2 arc 
36 N/::r__m2, both temile? 

{.a) 14)0 ~/mm2 

:b) T5 Nlmm2 

I~~) 1)~·5 N/mm2 

(d) 50 N/mm2 

17. Lead, as a material Lsed in constr-:Ic :ion, has 
~ = 15 GPa and K = 50 GFa. WhE.t is its 
?oissor: 's Ratio ? 

(&...' 0·~.25 

( ::.: 0·30 

(e: 0·4~· 

(dl 0·45 

8-GTD-C-DDA (4-AI 
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18. Fer a b~ock with Young's Modulus of its 21. 
material being 210 GPa and its Poissor_'s 
Rt..ti•l being 0·25., when subjected to a stnss 
sy;;tem as show::J. in the figure, what is :he 
mlg:J.ituc.e of the stress cr for no strain along 

19. 

20. 

.-\B '! 

A 

:a) 30 K/mm2 

:l::) 60K/mm2 

lc) 120 N/mm2 

(C) 241) N/m~ 

cr 

60N/mm2 

B 

cr 

T-.vc· pla.1ks each of 50 mm x 50 mm sec-:;ion 

a::"e glued together along the length to form a 

section E 0 mm x 100 mm; and used as a beam. 

If the shear force at a section is 1000 N, what 

iE the maximun: shear stress on the glue ? 

(a) 0·:..5 MPa 

(b) 0·3 MPa 

(~) 0·6 MPa 

(d) 2·4 MPa 

The state of stress at a point in 2-D stress 

system is characterized by direct stresses of 

40 MPa compressive and 80 MPa tensilE, on 

:outually perpendicular planes. Shear stress 

i3 abse:J.t on these planes. The maxi:oum 

shear :stress at this point (along a :luly 

i ientified planE) is 

( 3.) 20 :MPa 

(b) 40 :MPa 

(c) 60MPa 

Cd) 80MPa 

22. 

23. 

B-GTC-0-DDA ( 5-A) 

An el€ctrical resistance strain roE ette 
indicates straim of - 400, + 800 and + 500 
along the x, y and 4-5c axes. What is the 
shearir_g Etrain 1 xy " 

(a) 100 

(b) 3)0 

(c) ~)0 

(d) - 2(0 

The biaxial stBss 3ystem _n an elemen-:; i~ 

shoWil in the figure. Whic:l-_ of b.e follo-A"ing 

will gi1e the ncrmal stress in N/mm2 ir. thE 
pla:J.e BI: making an anglEc of 45° witl.-_ thE 
planeBA? 

-40 N' 2 cr2 - .rom 

(a) 35 

(b) 20 

(c) 15 

(d) 10 

A cyiind-:-ical p-essure vesEel is 1200 rr_m in 
diameter. It is ma<tl of rolled mild steel -;XaU-. 
The -,8ss~l is subjected to an internal pressun 
of ~ ~/mm2 . If th~ material yiel~ at 
200 N/mm2, v<hat should be the min.mum 
safe thicknes3 of the plate, based oo 
Mru:_mu::n Principal Stress Theory ? 

Ca> 18mm 

(b) 15mm 

(c) 12mm 

(dl 9mm 
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24. A machine element develops principal 'l!7. A mild ~teel structural sEction is an 

streE ses of nagnitudes 2P and P. vVhc.t is the 

maximum magnitude of P before the material 

reaches the yield stress fy as per Distortion 

3hear Energy Theory ? 

Cb) 

k) 

(d) 

fy 
2 

2[. A structural element is subjected to a . 

two-dimensior.al stress system, wherein 

a:_ = 225 N/mm2 (tensile) with cr2 being 

~o.:npressive. The yield stress in both simple 

~ension (cry)t and simple compression (cry)c is 

25) Nlmm2 and ll = 0·25. What is the value of 

::r2 , according to Maximum Strain Theory? 

(a) 200 N/mn2 

(i) 150 N/mm2 

(o~) 1~5 N/mm2 

(d) 100 N/mrr_2 

26. A simpl)' suppc,rted beam of length 4 m is 
subjected to a ·miformly distributed loac of 
2 J.L'J/m. What iE the maximum shear streEs if 
ihe ::roEs-section is rectangular, 100 mm wide 

unsymmetr~c3.l I-section, wi.th the gr~ater 

width at the :or c.nd the smalle::- width at the 
bottom. Th3 O\'e::-ae depth ·Jf the l::ean is 
300 mm, anc the flange streSS23 at the top 

and the botton o::-' the beam an 150 N/nm2 

and 50 N/m:n2 respectively. '/'hat is the 
height of the net:tral axis of the b~am fron:.: its 
bottom? 

:a) 125 mn 

(b) 100 mn 

(c; 75mm 

(d) 50mm 

28. A circular sruct cof diamct~r 'D' is made o: a 
material for wh.io~n Yc L:lg's Modulus of 
Elasticity is '3' and Pois;nn's Rah is \'. The 

ratio of flexurd rigidity ~o torsicr.al ri5id:ty 
for the shaft is 

(a) 4 (1 + v) 

(b) 1·5 (1- 2~) 

(c) (1 + v) 

(d) 0·25 (1 + v) 

29. A closely coile:l hEli:::1l sp::-ing of rcund ste~l 
wire 5 mm in dia::.neter }}a\'ing 12 com;:>lete 
coils of 50 mm nec.n :liameter is n Jjected to 
an axial load o::-' LOOK Modulus of Eigidi-:y cf 

the spring is 8( l:N/mrr 2. \\'h2t is th3 
deflection of the sprin§: ? 

:a) 12 mm 

(b) 24 mm 

(c) 36 mm 

(d) 48 mm 

ar_d 200 mm dee-:J ? 30. What is the shear st:es.s at the neutral axis in 
:1 beam of isosceles :riar.:guhr sectic·L with a 
Jase of 40 mm and hei.g'ht 2C mm subjecteC. to 
a shear force of;: J...:N ? 

3. 0·2N/mm2 

lb~ 0·::.. N/mm2 

(c) 0·4 ~/mm2 

( :_) 0·3 N/mm2 

8-GTD-0-DDA ( 6 -A} 

ta) 3 MPa 

(b) 6 MPa 

(:::) 10 MPa 

(:l) 20 MPa 
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31. A beam of square cross-section is placed such 35. 
b.at its ne .1tral axis coincides with its 
diagor~al, and it is subjected to a shear fcrce F. 
What is the ratio of the maximum shear 
stress to the s:hear stress at the neutral axis ? 

What is the diamEter c of ~ solid c~rcular 
shaft when s1:bjected to a to:.·que T witt a 
corresponding rr_a.ximum shear stress of 
magnitude f8 ? 

(a) f::/8 (a) 
16T 
--
7tfs (bt 8/9 

'c) 7/8 

id) .3/7 

32. ':'h2 intensity cf u.d.l. which, when it acts over 
thE entire spar: of 1 m of a cantilever bea::n of 

(b) 7t fa 

16T 

rec~angular cr•)Ss-section of width 100 mm (c) .f!l 
anc depth 200 mm, would produce a 

rna~im'J::ll shea~ stress of 1·5 N/mm2
, is 

(:;) 20 kN/m (d) r/16T 
~---

~ rrfs 

33. 

(b) 30 kN"/m 

(c· 26·3kN/m 

(d1 36·6 lu"l"/m 

A solid C{lnical bar of circular cross-section is 
su8pt';)nded vertically as shown in the figure. 
Th3 diameter of the bar at the base, D, equals 
100 mm and its length, L, is 0·5 m. If 
E = 200 GN/m~ and its weight per ur;it 
volume is SO kN/m3, the elongation of the bar 
unoer self-weight is 

f+-;J---+j 
/ / ' ' / / / / / / / / / ./ / / / / / 

\ 
'v 

L 

1 
(a) 1 •50 x 10-6 m::n 

(b) 1·37 > lo-5 mm 

(c) 1·'71 x 10-6 mo 

(d) l·87 >< 10--5 mm 

34. Two closely C·)iled helical springs A and B are 
equal in all respect3 but for the number of 
turns, with A· havinr just half the number of 
turns )f tha~ of B What is the ratio of 
deflectior:s in -cerms o: spring A to spring B? 

(a) 1/8 
(b) 1/4 

(c) 1f2 
(d) 2/1 

36. 

B-GTD-0-DDA (7 -A) 

A cubical element of a structural part made d 
mild steel is suojeded to a tri-mial 

compressive stress as shoV\rn in the figure. 

The vertical compressive stress is cr1. The 

Modulus of Elasticity and Poisson's Ratio &rE 

E and f.i, respectively. Wha-; sho;Jld be L1e 

uniform lateral pressere cr2 in terms of cr1 and 

11, so tha>: lateral strain is prevented ? 

(j2 ---+-_. 

(a) ll --}"1 
1-!l 

(b) ,-l 
'(jl 

(1 + !l) (1- ll) 

(c) ll --()1 
1 + ll 

(d) 
1+11 
--()· 

1- ~t 
-

' 

j 
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37. .h. metd ~haft of solid circular section rotases 41. Two simply suppartEd beams are made UJ: of 
c.: 160 rpm and is subjected to a torque of 
1500 :\I'm. What is the pc•wer, in kW, 
tzanE>mittad by tr"e shaft? 

(:;_) 32r: 

(:) 16 r: 

(J 12r: 

(:J 8r: 

38. V.1.a: is the pow3r transmitted by a 100 mm 

the 3ame matErial and are of t~1e same 
cross-section. BJth be:tm3 carry uniforo.ly 
distributee loads of e·:}ud intensities. One 
beam i 3 2 m long ar_d :he other is ~ m lo::1g. 
The 2 m lcng bean Eilo"Vs a central deflecLon 
of 1 mn. What i3 the cmtral deflection of the 
4 m ~Jng beam ? 

(a) 13 mm 

(b) 2 mm 

(c) 8 mm 

c:amet2r solid 3haft at 150 rpm withc·ut (d) 1 mm 
e:::c€eding a maximum stress c•f 60 N/mm2 ? 

T:tke n
2 = 10. 42. A simi=lY suppo::-tad beam is subjected tc a 

(~) 187 5 kW 

(::) 18·75 kW 

(~) 1·875 kW 

(:) 1875 kW 

39. ~r_a: i! the Polar Modulus of a solid circular 
neta:l shaft of diameter 8 em ? 

(3) 64 r: cm3 

(::) 32 r: cm3 

k) 16 r: cm3 

c:) 8 r: ·~m3 

40. J.~ hc•llow circulc.r shaft has the diameters 
50 en and 30 em and is subjected to a torque. 43• 
I: tl-.e realized maximum sl-_ear stress is 
30 N/nrr:2, what is the applied torque to 
ne::.rest units ? 

(a) 130 Nm 

(b) 320 Nm 

(el 8) Nm 

(d) 32 Nm 

B-GTD-0-C DA 

couple at a section wi~r_b its spar_. It 'Pill 
produce 

1. SF d::agram Jf zero magnitude. 

2. Lniformly vm.·ying triangular B~ 
d.agram. 

3. 

4. 

&ldden cha:J.ge h Eign of BM at the 
pJini of applicatio:J. o::'the couph. 

Equd ar:d oppc·s~te reactions at 
supports. 

Whic~1. of the abo·IE~ statEmEnts are correct? 

(a) 1 and 2 

(b) 2 and 3 

(c) 3 and 4 

(d) 1 and 4 

If th.; deflEction at the f:-ee end of a uniformly 
loaded cantilever bEarr. i& 15 mm and the 
slopE of the deflEetion curve at the frne enC. is 
0·02 radian, then the ler.gth of the beam is 

(a) 08 m 

(b) 1·0 m 

(c) 1·2 m 

(d) 1·5 m 
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44. A bean of overall length 1, with equal 47. For the welded joi::lt shown in the figure, the 

overhimgs 0:1 both sides, carries a uniformly 
distr~bded load over the entire length. 'Io 
have nLmer _cally equal bending moments E-t 

the c•:m":Te of the beam and at its supports, the 
:lista::1cE between the supports should be 

:a) 0·277[ 

:b) 0·403[ 

:c) 0--5861 

'd) 0·7071 

4.'i. A single-bay single-storeyed portal fralllB 
ABCD ~;; fix=d at A and D as shown in tm 
:::igure. lf ax~al deformation is neglected, th3 
~cinematic indeterminacy is 

46. 

B.----------, C 

A. 

(a) 3 

(b) 2 

(c) 6 
(d) 4 

D 

What is the number of kinemat~e 

indeterrrinacy for the building frame as 
Ehown in b.e figure when members are 
i:lextEnE.ble ~-

* ~ A 
(a) 3 

(j) 10 
(e) 12 
(d) 16 

cirect vertical S~1.ear StreSE Oll the weld is 
40 MPa and :he tendircg stress is 120 MPa. 
For what strer.gth should the weld be 

designed? 

Front View Side View 

:a) 80MPa 
:b) 120 MP2 

:c ~ 132 MP2 
:d) 160 MPa 

48. .C egree of static inC.eteminacy of the 
3tructure as shown in the figure is 

49. 

o------o Hir1ge 

(&.; 0 
(t) 1 
(c) 2 
<cl 3 

Link 

V... hich one of the following statements is 
ccrrect for the pin-~ointe:l tru3s shown in tl-_e 
figure? 

B c D 

(aJ The truss is externally ceterminate bt:t 
internally inde:ermi::1ate 

~bl The truES is both Externally and 
internally determinate 
The truss iE :Jrlernally tbterminate an:l 
internally indeterminate and is unstable 

:d• The truss is :Jxternally d:Jterminate an:l 
internally indeterminate and is stable 

8- 3TD-O-DDA ( 9- A) 
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9{). W:1i::h one of tne following methods is not 53. 
cl£.ssifiable as a :?orce Method ? 

(a: The Theorem of Three Moments 

Cb: The Mome::J.t Distribution Method 

(c) The Method of Consistent Deformation 

Cd: Castigliano's Theorem 

5 L A cable of negligible weight is suspend~d 

be:ween two pJints spaced 300 m ap:nt 

ho::-:i:;ontally, with the right support bei•g 

12 m higher than the left support. Four 

vertical loads of magnitudes 400, 200, 400 and 

1200 kN are ap:r;lied at points A, B, C and D 

which are 60, 120, 180 and 240 m horizontally 

reEpectively from the left support. The large3t 

sa~ cf the cable will be at 

(a) A 

(b) B 

(c) C 

(d) D 

5~. A single-bay portal frame of height h, fixed at 

the base, is subjected to a horizontal 

dis~lacement 8 at the top. The base momeLts 

dev.ek>ped are each proportional to 

(a) 1 
-
h 

(b) 1 
-
h2 

(c) 1 
-
h3 

(d) 1 
-
h4 

54. 

8-G TD-0- D JA ( 10- A) 

The total ~both ex:emal and internal:' degrBes 
of indeterminacy of tlB pin-jc·inted strucbre 
shown in the fig .1re i;; 

(a) 4 

(b) 3 

(c) 2 

(d) 1 

The bending mcmerrt diagr::m_ of a beam is 
shown in tlB figu~. 

//-c~ 
A B/ ",D E 

[// "(] 
The shear force diagram ·)f the beam is 
represented by 

(a) A._l ---c--+1----~ E 
....___ ____ _ 

(b) I J .___ ___ ____, E 

(c) 

(d) 

A 

A C~E 

A~E 
c 
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55. For the stncture shown in the figure, all of I, 58. 
EI and L are of respective unit values. The 
equivalent stiffness constant for the structure 
is 

I, EI 

L 
(a) 1 
(b) l·f· 
(c) 4·5 
(d) 9 

56. In consideri::lg Plastic Analysis, which of be 
folloV7ing is a valid comprehensive 
state:nent? 
(a) Shape fact)r is the ratio of Plastic 

Section Modulus to the Elastic Section 
Mod.ulns 

(b) Shape factor is the ratio of Elastie 
Sect:.or Modulus to the Plastic Sectic·n 
l\1od.1lus 

(c) Shape factor is the ratio of Plastic 
Section Mod.ulus to the Elastic Section 
Modnh:..s and its value is always greatH 
than 1·•) 

(d) Shape factor is the ratio of Elastic 
3ecti·)ll Modulus to the Plastic Section 
:\fori.ulus and its value is always less 
than 1·0 

57. A fillet-weldEd joint is shown in the figurE. 
The size of the weld is 8 mm. Safe stress in 
the weld is 110 N/mm2. What is the safe force 
(to the nea;:oeEt magnitude) to which the weld 

59. 

A circdar shaft of d:..amete::- 120 mm is welded 

to a r:..pd plate by a fillet weld of size 6 mm. If 
a torqne of 8 l:Nm is ap?lied to the shaft, 
what is the maocimum stress in the ~eld (to 

the nEE.rest unit•? 

(a: 34 N/mm2 

Cb: .37 N/mm2 

(c) 90 N/mm2 

(d) 95 N/mm2 

Tw<l p_ates of dimemioos 150 mm x 1 6 mm 
and 15C mm x: 12 mm at tteir welding edges 

are joined by bdt welding as shown in the 

figure. What is the maximum tension that 
this single V-butt weld joir,t can transmit ? 

The pe:.:-:nissible tensile stress in the plates is 

150 :viPa. 

(a) 168·75 kN 

(b) 2#(' kN 

(c) 21t kN 

(d) 1350 kN 

T~r 1 inl5 
tor. both fares} 

can be subjectad? 60. A solid shaft trar_smits 150 kW at a shear 

(a) 125 k.N 

(b) BOk.N 

(c) 140 kN 
(d) 135 kN 

B-GTD-0-DDA 

---+180 mm ~ stress of 70 MPa running a1 a frequency of 

(11-A) 

3Hz. Wnt will bE the shear stress wheL the 

frequency is 1·5 Hz? 

(a) 35 l\1Pa 

(b) 50 l\IPa 

(c) 57 ~Pa 

(d) 14( :viPa 
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61. What i& the maximum number of 20 mm 64. :;onsider the following stnterr_ent& : 
di:u-:1eter bolts that can be accommodated in a 
single row on a 140 mm wide flat strip used as 
nr e of the structural elements involved in the 
process? 

:a' 4 

:b• :3 

:c: 2 

:dl 5 

62. W :u:.t i~ the nearest magnitude of strength of 
3. ~· mm fillet weld of 100 mm length made 
Jet\Peen two flats each 10 mm thick ? '::':.'le 
3.Uowable shear stress on the weld is 
UD MPa. 

•a. 23 k.;_~ 

lb: 33 _ili 

:n a plate girder 

L Bearing stiffEners are designed for 
bearing forces and they must also be 
checked for safe-:;y aga~::1st compressive 
forces. 

2. The length o~ any staggEred 
intermittent fillet weld should not be 
less than 10 times the -:;hickness of the 
stiffener. 

:3. Bearing stiffer_ers mus: be provide(. at 
the point of maxi::n·~m bending mommt. 

Which of the above s-:;atement;;: are correct"' 

(a) 1 and 3 only 

(b) 2 and 3 only 

(c) 1 and 2 only 

(d) 1, 2 and 3 

t c) 46 _ili 65. Consider the following statements: 

<d: 66 _ili 

63. Consider the following statements : 

The thickness of the gusset plate sho·~ld 
not be more than the thickness of -;he 
structural members being connected. 

~- A plate girder is essentially a beam and 
its moment of resistance depends upon 
its section modulus. 

3. The function of the flanges in a plate 
girder is to resist the bending moment 
an<i hence their respective areas can be 
reduced near the supports of a simply 
supported beam. 

VVhic h of the above statements are correct ? 

(9.) 1 and 2 only 

(b) 1 a:':ld 3 only 

( ::) 2 and. 3 only 

(:j) 1, 2 and 3 

66. 

8-GTD-C-DDA ( 12- A) 

Secondary stresses a~e ir:ducEd in a roof truss 
:..ue to 

1. Purlins placed 3.t ir.terrr_ediate point~ on 
panel lengths. 

Rigidity of joints. 

Eccentricity of the bolt linE relativE to 
the centroid oLhe member. 

Which of the above st.at?nents are correct 'i 

3.) 1 and 2 only 

J) 1 and 3 only 

•~) 2 and 3 only 

·i) 1,2and3 

_J. the case of an axially loaded column, 
:uachined for full Jearing, the fastenings 
~Jnnecting the colu::nn to. the base plates 
:~1rough gussets are tJ be designed for 

Ia) 100% of the loaol en the column 

<b) 50% of the load or_ t::J.e eclumn 

Cc) 25% of the load or_ t:le eclumn 

(a) Respective erec:ion conditions only 
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67. Con~der :he following statements : 

1. \Vh8n analyzing by the Ultimate Load 
Method, the eccentrically loaded 
fastener group rotates about an 
instantaneous centre. 

~. The rivet which is the farthest from the 
centre of gravity of the rivet group and 
may also be the nearest to the applied 
load line is the most 'critical' one. 

3. Tn? deformation at each rivet is not 
proportional to its distance from the 
centre of rotation. 

Wh~ch of the above statements are correct '? 

(a) 1 and 3 only 

(b) 2 and 3 only 

(c) 1 and 2 only 

(d) 1, 2 and 3 

68. For a reinforced concrete beam with M 20 
cor: crete with Fe 415 steel, the working 
m<Xnent corresponding to 'balanced failun' by 
thE Limit State Method of Design is A times of 
the relatable magnitude of the working 
me ment computed by the Working Stress 
Methcd. This value of A is nearly 

ca: 1·0 

70. 

71. 

If the E.tirrup spacing is EqLal to 0·75 times 
the effective depth of an :3-C beam, then the 
shear c:::tpacity of stirrup stee1 is equal to 

(a) 1·25 (fyAs) 

(b) 1·16 Cfy As,) 

(c) 1 ·00 Cfy As.) 

(d) (•·80 (fy As7 ) 

wher8 fy is yield stren~h and A8v :.E 

cross-Eectional ffrea of t.he st~rrup steel. 

A co ~rete column cz.rr8s an axial load o:' 

450 k.~ and a l:·ending mD:nent of 60 kNm a: 
its base. An iso,ated foo::ing of size 2 m x 3 1.11. 

with the 3 m side dong the plane of the 
bendi:1g moment is p-•Tv~ded under th~ 

column. CentrEs of gnvi:y of the column and. 

the footing coincide. Th8 net maximum ani 
mininum pressures, in kPa, on the soil undEr 

the :coting are, respectiv:!ly 

(a) 95 and 75 

(b) 75 and 5j 

(c) 95 and 55 

(d) 75 and 75 

(b 1·5 

(c: 2·0 

(d.: ~·5 

72. Carry-over fac.tor at a E"upportJend is defined 

as 

69. A sing~y reinforced rectangular concrete beam 
h=.s a width of 150 mm and an effective depth 
of 38C mm. The characteristic compressive 
strength of concrete is 20 MPa and the tensile 
strength of steel is 415 MPa. Adopt the stress 
b~ock for concrete as per IS 456 - 2000 and 
take the limiting value of depth of neutral 
axis as 0·48 times the effective depth of the 
beam for considering as a balanced section. 
What is the likely approximation for the :73. 
Eniti::lg value of the moment of resistance of 
t.ne b8am? 

(:::t) 15 kNm 

(b) 25 kNm 

(e) 45 kNm 

Cd) 75 kNm 

E·-3T[I-()-CtDA (13-A) 

(a) Modulus of Elasticity EI 

(b) The ratio of mc·mer.t prod·.1ced at the far 
end to the applied moment at that 
support end 

(c) The value of the mJment to be appbed 
to that end to causE a local slope of cne 
radian 

(d.: 2 EK 

W_ut is the pH value of potable water, as 
spe ::ified by IS 456 - 2C•OO ? 

(a• Equal to 7 

:b) Betwee:n 6 and 9 

( c 1 Less than 6 

(d) Not less than 6 
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74. A certair_ RC structure has to be constructed 78. Which of the followin,s stateme:1ts are corrEct 
akl.ng ::._ r:.ea coaEt. The minimum grade af 
:c.n.::rete tc• be used as per IS 456- 2000 is 

1) l\1Dre than M 20 

< b 1 M m:- than Y 20 and less than M 30 

~c) >h•t less than M 30 

1:::1: Le;;s than M 45 and more than M 30 

75. v,.h.3t is the minimum area of tension 

r~::-Jin·~em~:-nt in beams when Fe 415 is used? 

(~l ()-83'0 

(t' 0 12t;i 

(cJ 015% 

76. If 3. 2-bgge 1 8 mrn diameter HYSD bar is . 

us::c as Ehear rein::'orcement for a beam of 

w: ::.th 2 3C ::urn and effective depth 300 mm, 

wr_a: s the nearest magnitude of the spacing 
of:nirrirr~u:n :;hear reinforcement? 

(b) 390 m:::n 

(c) ~;50 orr 

(d) ::2( mm 

77. Web tuckling occurs m a beam due to 
exc~ssbe 

(a) Direc1 tEnsile stress in the web 

(b) B~n:li:1g tensile stress in the web 

(c) Ton:ional shear stress in the web 

(d) (c•mpres3ive stress in the web 

in respect of weld ~d cc·nr_ectio:l.s ? 

1. Strength of 3w:t weld is equa~ to the 
strength of comJ:onents .roined. 

2. Fillet welds ·::arry the loads computEd 
based on the teurile strength 
characterist:cs of fusion ::naterial. 

3. For effective transmiss~cn o:' load by 
fillet weld, the fusio_1 faces sball 
subtend an angle betwee:1. 60° and 120° 

(a) 1, 2 and 3 

(b) 1 and 2 only 

(c) 2 and 3 only 

(d) 1 and 3 only 

79. A post-tensioned beam o::' span 25 m iE 

prestressed with 20 numbers of 40 mm 

diameter cables, e::._ch Etressed to 1500 MPa, 

with eccentricity e = 0 at aupports and 

e = 500 mm at midspam, varying 

parabolically. If the shear :'o::ce 1: the support 

section due to exiHm.lly ap)~:.ed lo:1d is 

4500 k.N, what is the :1.earest magnit"Lde .)f 

the shear force resistEd by the stirrups? 

(a) 3060 kN 

(b) 4540 kN 

(c) 250 kN 

(d) 1480 kN 

~0. For a pre-tensioned bean::, Young's Modulus of 
steel and concrete 1re 2CO GPa and 
35·35 GPa, respecti\rely If the ultimate 

shrinkage strain a."'"ld Ultimate CreeJ= 
Coefficient are 2(10 mi~rons and 1·6, 
respectively, what iE the l~vel )f sustained 

stress in concrete at the le...-el of 'steel if the 
loss due to creep is tlrree times th~ ioss dt:e to 
shrinkage? 

(a) 9 MPa 

(b) 13 MPa 

(c) 11 MPa 

(d) 15 MPa 

B- 3TD-O-DC• c. (14-f.l) 
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Sl. Comider the follo-.ving statements: 84. As p~r 13 3102- 196E, fi)r F1 class bricks, the 
percenkge water ::t.bsor:?tion after 24 hrs of 
imm~rsi)n in cold ~ater shall not exceed 

Correct estimation of loss of prestress 1s 
re~ i:::-ed for asses sing 

1 The serviceability behaviour of a P~C 
beam. 

2. The ultimate shear resistance of a PSC 
beam. 

3. The ultimate moment of resistance of a 
PSC beam. 

85
· 

'Wbieh of the abov2 statements is/are correct'? 

(al 1,2and3 

(tl 3 only 

(c: 2 only 

(cl 1 only 

(a) 20o/o 

(b) 12% 

(c) 25% 

(d) 5% 

The effective he~ght of a :nasonry wall of 
height 3 restrained fully at its top and 
partially at its bottom. 1s 
(a) 0·15 H 
(b) O·E5 H 
(c) 1·CO H 
(d) 1·EO H 

82. 'Which of the following statements are correct 86. The eff~ctive lengtl-_ of a masonry wall 

in ca.sa ofvertical intermediate stiffeners? stiffened by but~resEes on bc·th ends :..nd 

8!::. 

1. '='hese are required only when the ratio •): 
~~b depth to thickness is greater than 
1 E 0. 

2. They should be provided throughout tl:e 
lngth of beam at spacing less than 
1 · .5 times web ::lepth. 

3. These can be fitted between flanges with 
dear gaps at top and bottom. 

(aJ 1 and 2 only 

(bl 2 and 3 only 

(c 1 and 3 only 

(dJ 1, 2 and 3 

The relation between the strength of brick 
m::t.Ecuy fw, the strength of bricks fb, and the 

st:::-e~::gth of mortar fm is given by (where Kw is 

a ::oc:Eicient based on the layout of the bricks 
ard t!-_e joints) 

fw - IK =~b 
- ~ w rm 

f,v -K Jt - w 
fm 

:c) fw = .. jKw fb fm 

fw = KwJf~ fm 

87. 

88. 

B-:; TD-0-: DA ( 15- A) 

contbuing beyoni these buttr=sses at l:·)th 

ends is 
(a) 1·C L 
(b) 2·0 L 

(c) 0·9 L 

(d) 0·8 L 

when Lis the c/c Jenstl"- of the wall between 
successive buttresses. 

A wall cE.rries an ru-ial load, 12 kN/m anC. also 
an eccentric load o:' 2 7 F-.1\/rr_ at 72 mm fnm 
the cent:::-al axis af the -.vall. The equiv::t.lent 

eccentricity e is nEarly 
(a) 65 mm 

(b) 60 mm 
(c) 55 mm 
(d) 50 mm 

A shear wall of ler:gth E m, height 3 m and 
thick.1ess 250 mm has to resist the forces due 
to hcrizc•ntal ea~I-_quake in its plane. ~e 
relevant Section I.fodulm of the wall se::tion 
is 

(a) 3·75 x 108 nur. 3 

(b) 10·-H x 108 mm3 

(c) 31·25 >: 106 mm3 

(d) 75 < 103 mm3 
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.9!;. In reinfcr,~ed brickwork slabs, the diameter d 92. Which one of the folllowing Mohr's CircleE 
main reb.forcement shall, preferably nat 
exceed 

:a) 8nm 

:h) lOmm 

:c) 12mm 

:d) 16mm 

9•}. =:onsider two RC =: beams, P and Q, each of 

-Nidth 4(0 mm and effective depth 750 mm, 

:nade with concrete having a 'tc max = 2·0 MPa. 

?or the reinforcement provided and the grade 

of concrete used, it may be assumed tha: 

-:c max= 0·75 MPa. If the design shear for the 

beams F and Q is 400 kN and 750 kN, 

respectiv;)ly, which of the followir_g 

statements is true considering the provisions 

of IS 456 - 2000 ? 

Ca) Shear reinforcement should be designee. 
for 175 kN :or beam P and the sectiarc 
for b~am Q mould be revised 

(b) Nominal shear reinforcement ~E 

req .1~red for beam P and the shear 
reinfJrcement should be designed for . 
120 l:N for b3am Q 1 

(~) Shear reinforcement should be designed 
for 17 5 kN for beam P and the section 
for beam Q should be designed for 
525 l<:N for beam Q 

:.f) The sections for both beams, P and Q, 
nee i to be revised 

9L The mmrmum strain at failure in tension 
,;;teel hav_rcg yield stress fy = 415 MPa and 

Young's l\lodulus E 8 = 200 GPa, as per Limit 

State Metlnd of De-sign, is 

ta) O·OC25 

<h) O·OC38 

(c) 0·0045 

<d) 0·0(}5:) 

B-GTD-0-DDA (16-A) 

represents the state of p .1re shear ? 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
0 cr.----r-----r-----+----

r 

;" 

(/ 
) (d) I 

\ J 
' 

0 
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93. 

84. 

AcLvity A, Activit:y B and Activity C are cast 

intc• a ladder diagrammatic CPM networ~.;;:, 

wib. splitting each into three equal parts as 

A1, A2, A3; and B1, B2, B3; and C17 C2, C3. 

Typical sequencirg as in a ladder diagram is 

adcpted (like B2 following A2 and B1). The 

optimum number of dummy arrows need~d 

for a satisfactory and correct ladder diagram 

will be 

(a) 1 

(b) 2 

(c) 3 

(d) 4 

A mechanism shown in the figure consists of 
equally long stEel and copper wires wh1ch 
ca:-ry the applied load in equal shares. What 

shall be the ratic of the diameter of the copper 

wire to that of the steel wire, when both :he 
wires undergo ec_ual strains ? 

/ ////////// 

Steel wire 
E.g= 200 GPa 

(a) J2 
CJ) 1·0 

( ::) 
1 

J2 

(d) 
1 
-
2 

Copper wire 
Es = 100 GPa 

95. 

96. 

Consider the folkwi::J.g TEla-:;ed to sand m 

mortars: 

1. It increases the vo~l:.mz cf the mort3.T 
mix. 

2. It increases the stre::tsth oflilll.Sonry. 

3. The cost of ~te mortr is r~duced. 

4. Shrinkage of the mortar is almost 
prevented. 

5. Surkhi ca:1 replace s~:.:n.d in cement 
mortar used ~n pb.s-:;er.ng and this 
modified mo::tar is m:>ro') d-~r~:.ble. 

Which of the above are t·elevant to 'sand' in 
mcrtar? 

(a) 1, 2, 4 and 5 

(b) 1, 3 and 4 or.ly 

(c) 3, 4 and 5 ·mly 

(d. 2, 3 and 4 Jnly 

In a concrete nix, if bt') :mr.Omum size of 
coarse aggregat:l is incBaseC.. the proportion 
of fine to coarse aggregate sho·.lld ·oe 

(a) Increased 

(b) Decreasec 

(c) Kept the E-amE 

(C.) Not deper.den-:; on s!ze of aggregates 

97. 11 is estimatEd tnat :m a::tivity can be 
a3signed an op-:;i::nistic duraticn •Jf 16 days, a 
pessimistic duratio:1 of 28 d~:.ys and a most 
likely duration of 19 d~:.ys. What is the 
expected durat:o:1 for this acti...-ity? 

(a) 20 days 

CJ) 19 days 

(::) 22 days 

(:l) 18 days 

B-GTC -0-DDA (17--A) 
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98. ComidH the following statements : 

1. :Modulus of Elasticity of concrete 
increases with increase in compressive 
strength of concrete. 

2. Brittleness of concrete increases with 
decrease in compressive strength of 
concrete. 

3. Shear strength of concrete increases 
with increase in compressive strength of 
concrete. 

Whi~h of the above statements are correct ? 

(a) 1 and 2 only 

(b) 1, 2 and 3 

(c) 1 and 3 only 

(d) 2 and 3 only 

99. A three-hinged parabolic arch of span 'l' and 
rise 'h' is subjected to a u.d.l. of intensity 'ro'; 
then the horizontal thrust at the supports i~ 

•) 

(a) 
w r-
.s }_ 

(b) 
(J)! 

h 

(c) 
wl 

8 h 2 

(d) 
(!) h l 
--

8 

100. A rectangular beam of width 230 mm 
and effective depth 300 mm is proposed 
to carry a BM and SF of 120 kN m and 
270 kN, respectively. If M 30 grade of 
concrete and Fe 415 steel are used for which 
'c m~ = 3·5 MPa, which one of the following 

statements is correct? 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

It ean be designed as a singly 
reinforced, under-reinforced section 

It; can be designed as a douKy 
:reinforced section 

The section is unsafe from shear 
~onsid.erations 

(d) [t can be designed as a doubly 
:'einf.)rced section but it is unsafe from 
3hear considerations 

Dire:ctions: Each of thl.! Rex~ twenty (20) it<?m~ 

con=nsts of ~wo stateme,..,ts, one labelled as tht: 
'Stct?ment (])'and the oth:er as 'S::atement rJJ)'. You 

are t.o examine these two statements carefu!ly and. 

sele-:; the ar,swers to the>e ite.'T•t using the codes 
giv.e r. below : 

CoC..es: 

(a) Both &atement (I) and Statement (II) :rre 
individually true ar_d StatE<ment !II) 1s :he 
correct ~xplanation of Stat~ment (I) 

(b) Both Statement (I) and Statemen: (1[1 are 
individually true but Statement (II) is not :he 
correct explanation o=~ S:aterr:ent CD 

(c) Statement (I) is tree but Statement (II) is 
false 

(d) StatemE-nt ([o is falE.e but Statement (II) is 
true 

101. Statement (I) : 

Timber suitable for furr_itur~ is obtained from 

conifers only. 

Stateme'1t (!/) : 

Woods V"'ith distinct annual rings are conifers. 

102. Stateme 1t (I) : 

Seasoning of timber 
3tability, safety against 

~mprove:l workability. 

3tatemerd (11) : 

gi'l:.>S dimensional 
atta2k by fungi and 

Seasonir_g of timber removes moisture in the 

form of sap from timber. 

103. Statemel'.t (I) : 

Strength of brick wall is dependent on the 
type of b::icks and the mcrtu Tlsed. 

Statemer_t (II)_. 

Slenderness ratio of :nas::>::1ry decides tte 
Etrength of the wall, and :1~sc mortar typ~ to 

l:e used. 

B-GTD-0-DDA (18-A) 
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r 
1{'4. Swt£mert (I) : 

Fly asr_ bricks are used in construction as 
:tlte:rnati¥e.s to burnt clay bricks. 

;;)fq,t~ment (II) : 

Fly .~.sh bricks are lighter in weight and are 
stronger -:han burnt clay bricks. 

1 0.5. StatE men • (!) : 

h.ir-entra:.ning cement has . a higher initi.B.l 
setting time than o.p.c. and resists frost acti(ln 

tetter. 

Stctement (II) : 

..AJ.r-e.:1training cement has a longer fir_al 
S8t:ir_g time compared to o.p.c. 

L)(i. St;ate;nent m: 
A merging node will have a uniquely 
det8rminable Late Event Time. 

3•a~erwnt ([I) : 

A me:::-ging node is defined as a node wher~ 
mme than one incoming activity arrow lead3 
in.. 

H 7. ~'t-:ttement :!) : 

Dea:iV"eight of a structure can be reduced by 
t:sing _ight weight concrete in construction. 

S.tat?.n·.-ent (II) : 

AerEted concrete, being of light weight, i;; 
U38d in R.C.C. multi-storied construction. 

108. S~ctement (l): 

A:i:nixture in concrete is an essentia~ 

ccr:stituent of concrete. 

Swte.mmt (;7) : 

Admixture helps in improving or modifying 
s~ific qualities in concrete. 

109. Statement (/) : 

The failure surface of an axially loooed mild 
steel tension E pecimen of circular 
cross-section is alor_g a plane at 45c to the 
axis of the specimen. 

Statement (ll) : 

The failure occurs on a plane of the Ep:Jcimen 
subjected to m~imum shear stre3s and mild 
steel is relatively weak in shear. 

110. Statement (I): 

In pin-jointed roof tnls3es, purlins an kept 
:~.hove nodes in tl-_e to:::> c~ord. 

3tatement (II) : 

The top chord is eontinuous :hroug~'1 the nodes 
af the truss. 

111. Statement (I) : 

Repeated passes are nE-eded with sh~Ep-foot 
rollers for optimum compaction. 

~!tatement (II) : 

Even if optimum :noiEtu:::-e ccntent is e_1.Eured, 
npeated passes :tre needed to ensure right 
and even distribt:tion of mo~sture wit:1in the 

s'Jil volume. 

112. &atement (I): 

Dewatering pumps for use in shallow ~·its are 
often of nearly strai~t-b~ade centrifugal 
types. 

S.-atement (II) : 

C8ntrifugal pump:: can lift water to higf. lifts. 

113. Statement (I) : 

Crawler-mounted 3Xcava-:;or is more suitable 
for excavation in scft ground. 

St1-tement (II) : 

Crawler-mounted excavator c:m be rnoverl at 
lov speeds. 

B-G-J-0-CD.:\ (19-A) 
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114. &atement (I) : 

In a project involving construction of sev-?.ral 
self-similar multi-storey houses, the 
S ~heduled Bar Chart is best converted ~nto 
L.nes o: Balance Diagram - which yet 
rEmains a 'Stacked' Bar Chart. 

Soater.1ed (II) : 

[t is neo::essary to ensure that no set of Lines 
Jf Balance slope forward in time, from last 
Jbck to first block, or top to bottom. 

115. Jt:Lt.!!ment (I) : 

.At positions of curtailment of flange plates in 
a builr;-up structure, web stiffeners are a~so 
necess:uily to be provided. 

Staterr.en~ (ll): 

This i:oproves the architectural beauty of the 
Etructl.:.re 

116. Stctemenr (I) : 

}_(•N networks io not generally have any 
du:nmy 1i:::lks. 

StctemC?nt (II) : 

Lir_ks 3xpress activity 
e~.:.haus:ivt:!ly and completely. 

117. S'atement (I): 

dependencies 

'Lift' a:r:.d 'lead', e·ren if wherever relevant, do 
nt)t affect any aetivity duration during the 
cc urse of i:nplementation of a project. 

Sra~emmt (II) : 

Pro:;urement of materials, particularly, is 
nc·r:nally f::-om assigned, or designated, quarry 
sites, which are dready fixed while starting 
the project. 

118. Stctement (I) : 

Ti:oe-Cost Study for c. project 01.ust b3 

adopted only \\hen proje~: duratic:n is to b~ 

crashei. 

Staterr.ent (!!): 

"'ben :here are unmanageable restrictiom in 

realizing a pred-:ltermined resource histogn.m 

Time-( ost Stu::l:r may have to consider 

extension ofpro~e:;t dura:iJn as well 

119. Sta::ement (I) : 

Activity strea:.ns along a c::: rr_ponent 

Work-Ereakdow::1 Structure along a sub-p:1th 

refer also 

Work-Breakdown 

to an 

Structure 

auxJiary 

c:::·mide:-ed 

·rertically in seg:oents of adjacent sub-:r:aths. 

Stat?mf..nt (II) : 

Wo:ffi-Breakdown Structuns refer tc• a single 

mb-path with a _?rogr-:lssive duratum along 

the activity arrOVlE. 

120. 8tatcme 7t (/) : 

In a multi-path PERT network, the projEct 

duratior: resulthg fro::n the critical path 

always 1-.as a 509t probabili::y of completio::1 by 

bat :h:.ntion. 

StatEm?nt (II) : 

':be expected thrm:.gh-path duration toge:h~r 

·~ith 3-t~mes the Etandard deviation o: that 

e:::pected duratior_ :nust be c:onsidere::i for all 

the p3.bs in the n3twork 
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1. A ship has a metacentric height of 
0· 90 m and its period of rolling is 
20 seconds. The relevant radius of 
gyTation is nearly 

(a) 5·5 m 

(b) 7·5 m 

(c) 9·5 m 

(d) 11·5 m 

2. A square gate, 1·5 m x 1·5 m, on. one of 
the vertical sides of a fully filled water 
tank, has one side on the free water 
surface. It is hinged on the lower 
horizontal side and is held in position by 
a force applied on the vertical central 
line at a depth of 0· 75 m below the 
free surface. The right magnitude of this 
force is 

(a) 500 x 9·81 N 

(b) 600 X 9·81 N 

(c) 750 x 9·81 N 

(d) 1000 X 9·81 N 

3. A certain water needs alum treatment 
to the extent of 10 p.p.m. How much 
alum, ' in quintals per day, would be 
needed to treat 10 MLD of water ? 

(a) 10 

(b) l·O 

(c) 100 

(d). 1000 

4. The S'Jrface tension in a soap bubble of 
50 mm diameter with its inside pressure 
being 2·5 N/m2 above the atmospheric 
pressure ts 
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(a) 0·0125 N/!11 

(b) 0·0156 N/:n 

(c) 0·2 Nlm 

(d) · 0·0312 N/m 

5. A mercury water ma::10meter has a gauge 
difference of 0·8 m. The difference in 
pressure measur~d ir_ metres of water is 

(a) 0·8 

(b) 1·06 

(c) 10·05 

(d) . 8·02 

6. A sphere is moving in water with a 
velocity of 1·6 m/s. Another sphere of 
twice the diameter is placed in a wind 
tunnel and testd with air which iE 
750 times less dense md 60 times less 
viscous (dynamic11ly) than water. The 
velocity of air th'-t wlil model dynami
cally similar conditions is 

(a) 5 m/s 

(b) 20 m/s 

(c) 10 m/s 

(d) 40 m/s 

7. The flow in a rive:- is 1500 cumecs. A 
distorted model is !milt with horizontal 
scale of 1 ~0 and 1'ertical scale of 

2
1
5 

• 

The flow rate in th~ model 5hould be 

(a) 0·04 m3 s-1 

(b) 0·06 m3 s-1 

(c) 0·08 m3 s-1 

(d) 0·10 m3 s-1 
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8. 10 MLD water is to be chlorinated in 
a ·clear water reservoir (CWR) with 
0·8 mg/l chlorine dose with providing 
contlct time of 40 minutes. The required 
CWR capacity is nearly 

(a) 220m3 

(b) 280m~ 

(c) 28 m~ 

(d) 22 m~ 

!'. The head over a V-notch at the end 
of a channel is 75 em. If an error of 
0·15 em is possible in the measurement 
of tl:e head, then the percentage error in 
computing the discharge is 

(a) 0·25 

(b) 0·5 

(c) 0·75 

(d) 1·0 

1(1, At a hydraulic jump, the depths at its 
two sides are 0·3 m and 1·2 m. The 
head loss in the jump is 

(a) 1·0 m 

(b) 0·8 m 

(c) 0·5 m 

(d) 0·45 m 

11. Field observations are carried out to 
assess the discharge of a river. Measure
ments are taken in a 2000 m straight 
reacL Slope is approximately 1 in 4000. 
Bed slope is determinable to a possible 
accuracy of 0-4 em; wetted perimeter is 
deter:ninable within 4% of possible error; 
and :.;ectional area within 6% of possi
ble error. Using Chezy's equation, the 
assessed discharge will be accurate to 
\\.lthi:l 

3 

(a) 9·6% 

(b) 10·8% 

(c) 11·4% 

(d) 12·7% 

12. Consider the fol:owing statements in 
respect of cast iron pipes employed for 
water supply : 

1. Easy to :nakt joints 

2. Strong and durable 

3. Corrosioi resistant 

4. Long life 

Which of t1le above statements are 
correct? 

(a) 1, 2 and 3 only 

(b) 1, 3 and 4 only 

(c) 2, 3 and 4 only 

(d) 1, 2, 3 and 4 

13. In turbulent flows through rough pipes, 
the ratio of tie maximum velocity to the 
mean velocity is 

· (a) 2 

(b) 1 
(c) 1·1 

(d) Dependent on the friction factor 

14. Two reservoirs ewe connected by two 
pipes P and Q. Th ~ pipes have the same 
diameter and length and are placed in 
parallel. If the friction factor of P is 9 
times that of Q, then the discharge in P 
to that in Q is 

(a) 0·5 

(b) 0·45 

(c) 0·33 

(d) 0·27 

A - B-GTD-0-DDB 
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I 15. A sludge had 100 m3 volume when its 
moi >ture content was 95%. What would 
be : ts volume if its moisture content 
charged to 90%? 

(a) 200m3 

(b) SO m3 

(c) 94·7 m3 

(d) i 05·5 m3 

16. The Sludge Volume Index for mixed 
liquor having suspended solids concentra
tion or' 2000 mg// and showing a settled 
volum~ of 200 ml from a one litre 
sample would be 

(a) 0·~ 

(b) 1000 

(c) lOt) 

(d) 10 

17. The number of impellers required for a 
multistage pump to lift 4500 litres/minute 
against a total head 190 m at a speed of 
750 rpm with specific speed not to 
exceed 700 is 

(a) 6 

(b) 8 

(c) 10 

(d) 12 

18. A hydraulic turbine has an output of 
6000 kW ~hen it works under a head of 
25 m and runs at 100 rpm. Then the 
type of tur.Dine used is 

(a) Pelton wheel 

(:J) Francis 

(c) Kaplan 

(d) Propeller 
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19. The velocity heac'.s of water at the inlet 
and outlet stctions of a draft tube are 
3·0 m and 0·20 m, respectively. The 
frictional and oth ~r losses in the draft 
tube are 0·4 n. What is the efficiency 
of the draft tube ? 

(a) 15% 

(b) 67% 

(c) 86% 

. (d) 92% 

20. Consider the following statements 
regarding valve;; in a pipe line : 

1. In long pipe lines, air will accumu
late in the J.ow point of the line and 
will interfere wi:h the flow. 

2. Pressure relief ·1alves are used in 
pipe lines where pressure may 
increase beyond the maximum 
permissible pressilre. 

3. Non-return valv~s prevent water 
flowing bad::, i.t. in the opposite 
direction. 

Which of the '-bove statements are 
correct? 

(a) 1 and 2 only 

(b) 2 and 3 only 

(c) 1 and 3 only 

(d) 1, 2 and 3 

21. A 4-hour rainfall in a catchment of 
250 km2 produces rainfall depths of 
6·2 em and 5 em in su~cessive 2-hour 
unit periods. Assurring the cp index of 
the soil to be 1·2 cm/lrour, the runoff 
volume is 

(a) 1·6 ha-m 

(b) 16 ha-m 

(c) 160 ha-m 

(d) 1600 ha-m 

, 
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22. Return Period Refers to 

(a) The Probability of Exceedance of 
an event 

(b) The Probability of Non-Exceedance 
of an event 

(c) The Inverse of the Probability of 
Exceedance of an event 

(d) The Inverse of the Probability of 
Non-Exceedance of an event 

23. Orographic rain occurs when the air is 
coo~ed sufficiently as a result of 

(a) lifting due to flow over a mountain 
barrier 

(b) relative movement of two large air 
masses 

(c) violent upthrow of air arising from 
localized heating 

(d) cyclonic conditions 

24. A Double-Mass-Curve Analysis is useful 
m 

(a) Consistency Analysis 

(b) Frequency Analysis 

(c) Storage Computation Analysis 

(d) Guessing missing data in cases of 
non-homogeneous terrain 

25. Consider the following steps which are 
involved in arriving at a unit hydrograph : 

1. Separation of base flow 

2. Estimating the surface runoff m 
volume 

3. Estimating the surface runoff m 
depth 

4. Dividing surface runoff ordinate 
JY depth of runoff 
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Which is the correct sequence of the3e 
steps? 

(a) 4, 3, 2 and 1 

(b) 1, 2, 3 and 4 

(c) 4, 2, 3 and 1 

(d) 1, 3, 2 and 4 

26. Probability of a 1 0-year flood 10 occur 
at least once in the next 5 yea.rs IS 

(a) 35% 

(b) 40% 

(c) 50% 

(d) 65% 

27. S-curve Hydrogn .. ph is the hydr::grap .. 1 

(a) producing 1 em of runoff over tlx: 
basin 

(b) of flow from a 1 em inte!Ety ni::1 
of infinite duration 

(c) having a volume of 1 cm3 

(d) of the total storm duratior_ in an:r 
single storm rainfall 

28. Surface Runoff represens tt.e total 
water 

(a) flowing in ~urface channt.ls afte:
the rainfall 

(b) obtained after deductin6 frcom 
rainfall watet" what bs irrfiltrated 
and/or evaporated, from L1e to~a

rainfall 

(c) excluding the base flow in rurfact. 
channels afte-:- the rainfall 

(d) flown· (or 11owing) throu.;h all 
channels ovc r a specified ?eriod 
of time 

A - B-GTD-0-DDB . 
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29. Consumptive Use refers to the loss of 
water as a result of 

(a) Evaporation and Transpiration 

(b) Crop Water Requirement 

(c) Evaporation and Infiltration 

(d) Evaporation and Transpiration from 
the cropped area 

30. In a un~Jorm semi-infinite aquifer, the 
dependable discharge of a lone circular 
open weil is increased most easily by 

(a) increasing the diameter 

(b) makhg it into one with a square 
kerb 

(c) deepening the well 

(d) provid:ng coarser screening filter 

31. In a ski-jump bucket provided in an 
overflow spJlway, the lip angle is 30°, 
and the act'Jll velocity of flow entering 
the bucket lS 30 m/s. The maximum 
vertical heigH attained by the trajectory 
of the jet, measured above the lip of the 
bucket, is nearly 

(a) 45 m 

tb) 35 m 

(:)) 22 m 

(d) 11 m 

32. The discharge capacity required at the 
outlet to irrigate 3000 ha of sugarcane 
ha·,ing a kor de;Jth of 173 mm and a 
lLor period cf 30 days is 
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(a) 2·0 m3/s 

(b) 1·0 m3/s 

(c) 2J m3/s 

(d) 0·20 m3/s 

33. By considering the channel i:tdex as ~· 
the setting of an orifice type irrigation 
outlet tc have proporfonality i;; 

(a) 0·90 

(b) 0·67 

(c) 0·30 

(d) 0·15 

34. What is the strainer let:gth required for 
a deep tul:e well givinf: a iischarge of 
8 litres per second ? Ass 1me pemissible 
entrance velocity of 2 cmisecond. It is 
desired to have the strair er of slot sizes 
20 mm x 0·2 mm with mober of slots 
per em lenfth of the strc.iner as ~00. 

(a) 8 m 

· (b) 1 m 

(c) 12m 

(d) 10m 

35. The population of a city in the year 2'JOO 
was 82,300. If average per cent increase 
in population per decade i> 35%, the 
population of the city in the year 2020 
estimated geometrical increase win nearly 
be 

(a) 1,00,000 

(b) 1,25,000 

(c) 1,50,000 

(d) 1,75,000 
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J6. 1he different actions that take place in 
anaerobic decomposition process are 

1. Alkaline fermentation 

2. Acid fermentation 

3. Acid regression 

4. Methane formation 

What is the correct sequence of these 
a:tions (from earlier to later)? 

~~a) 4, 3, 1 and 2 

(b) 2, 3, 1 and 4 

(c) 4, 1, 3 and 2 

(c) 2, 1, '3 and 4 

3 7. What is the rapid sand filter surface 
area required for filtering of 10 MLD 
wJ.ter assuming a filtration rate of 
1Ct0,000 //m2/day? 

(a) 100 m2 

(bl 10 m2 

(cl 1 m2 

(d:' 1000 m2 

3~:. Ccmsider the following statements in 
respect of slow sand filter and rapid 
sand filter : 

1. The two filters differ in respect 
of the standards regarding non
uniformity of the sand used in their 
filtering media. 

2 The two filters do not differ in 
respect of the effective size of the 
sand used in them. 

3 The two filters differ in respect 
of their respective under-drainage 
system. 

4. The two filters differ in respect 
of their respective rate of filtration. 
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Which of tl::e . above stat~en:s are 
correct? 

(a) 1, 2 and 3 

(b) 1, 2 and 4 

(c) 2, 3 and 4 

(d) 1, 3 and 4 

39. How many kE: of bleaGhing . powder is 
needed per da:' to chlorinate 4 MLD of 
water so tha~, after 40 ninutes of 
~ontact, there remains resid.Ial chlo:ine. 
.Jf 0·25 mg/1. The input ~er has a 
::hlorine demand of 1·25 mg,'t., and ~hat 
:he bleaching powder has only 25% 
available chlorine. 

t:a) 8 kg 

tb) 20 kg 

(c) 24 kg 

(d) 6·6 kg 

. 40. Which of the D)llowing help ~o prev~nt 
W'ater pollution due to land-:li3posal of 
h'aste? 

1. Proper co•solidation o:t' waste to 
reduce pore space and p;!:::neability 

2. Disposal over impervious ~trata 

3. Layer of ;mpervious soJ on the 
top and the sides of the deposited 
solid waste 

(c.) 1 and 2 on.y 

(t) 1 and 3 on~y 

(c) 1, 2 and 3 

(d) 2 and 3 onty 
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41. Consider the following statements m 
re;;pect of electrostatic precipitators : 

1. Pc,wer requirement is very small 
compared to other air pollution 
control devices and so they are 
cheaper to perform than other 
devices. 

2. Cm handle both gases and mists 
for high volume flow. 

.). Very small particles can be col
lected, either wet or dry. 

Which of the above statements are 
correct? 

(a) 1 md 2 only 

(J) 2 and 3 only 

(:;) 1 and 3 only 

(d) 1, 2 and 3 

42. Consider the following statements: 

1. Armnonia nitrogen is a measure of 
nitngen present as ammonium 
hydroxide and ammonium salts. It 
will progressively decrease as 
sewage gets treated. 

2. Org:mic nitrogen is the total nitro
genous matter in sewage excepting 
that present as ammonia nitrogen, 
nitrites and nitrates: It becomes 
ammonia in anaerobic decomposition 
and nitrites or nitrates in aerobic 
deccmposition. 
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Which of the above statements is/ are 
correct? 

(a) 1 only 

(b) Both 1 and 2 

·(c) 2 only 

(d) Neither I nor 2 

43. What is the required plan size of a 
square sedimentation tank (as the primary 
sedimentation tank in sewage tr~atment), 
given that its· effective depth is 3 m, and 
the flow rate is 40 M:::..D with admissible 
surface loading of 100,000 1/m~/day? 

(a) 23·5 m x 23·5 m 

(b) 30m x 30m 

(c) 20m x 20m 

(d) 15m x 15m 

44. Consider the following statements related 
to ozone: 

1. Tropospheric ozoile is hannful 

2. Stratospheric ozo::te is beneficial 

3. During prevalence of photochemical 
smog, 0 3 is formed 

Which of the above statements are 
correct? 

(a) 1, 2 and 3 

(b) 1 and 2 only 

(c) 1 and 3 only 

(d) 2 and 3 only 

.._____ _______________________________ - -~ 

------- -- -- -
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45. Consider the following statements related 
to uoise: 

1. The range of sound power and 
sound pressures produced is from 
0·0002 J1 bars to 10000 J1 bars. 

2. Human ears do not respond linearly 
to increase in sound pressures. 

3. Regular exposure to moderate noise 
makes the human ear more resis
tant to occasional exposures of 
high-intensity noise. 

Which of the above statements are 
correct? 

(a) 1 and 2 only 

(b) 1 and 3 only 

(c) 2 and 3 only 

(d) 1, 2 and 3 

46. Consider the following statements in 
respect of effect of air pollutants on 
veget<: tion : 

1. Necrosis refers to killing of tissue 

2. C1lorosis refers to loss or reduction 
of green plant pigment 

3. Ltaf abscission refers to the drop
ping of leaves 

4. Leaf epinasty refers to a downward 
cu:-vature of· a leaf due to a higher 
rat~ of growth on the upper surface 
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Which of the above statemmts a:-e 
correct? 

(a) 1, 2 and 3 •Jnly 

(b) 1, 2, 3 and 4 

(c) 2, 3 and 4 only 

(d) 1, 2 and 4 c•nly 

47. A soil deposit has a void ratio of 1·0., 
If the void ratio IS reduced b 0·60 
by compaction, t1e percentage ·;olume 
loss is 

(a) 10% 

(b) 20% 

(c) 30% 

(d) 400/o 

48. The specific grav_ty of a soil sample 
is 2·7 and its void ratio is 0·945. When 
it is fully saturated, the moisture C•Jntent 
of the soil will be 

(a) 25% 

(b) 30% 

(c) 35% 

(d) 400/o 

49. If the co-efficient of permeability is 
doubled and the co-efficient of vo. ume 
compressibility is simultanem:sly ha :ved, 
the co-efficient of ccns~:>lidation 

(a) increases by 2 ~ime3 

.(b) decreases by 2 tines 

(c) increases by 4 times 

(d) decreases by 4 times 
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50. Considu the following statements : 

Lime stabilization of soil leads to 

1. Decrease in shril}kage limit 

2. Increase in plastic limit 

3. Decrease in liquid limit 

4. Flocculation of clay particles 

'Nhich of the above statements are 
. correct? 

. ~ 

•a/ 1, 2 and 3 

•b'o - ) 
1, 2 and 4 

:c', - ' 
1, 3 and 4 

:d) 2, 3 and 4 

51. Arrang~ the following soils with respect 
:o increasing order of realizable friction 
~atio : 

L. Lc•ose gravel fill 

2. Sands or gravels 

3. Clay sand mixtures and silts 

4. Clays and peats 

(a) 1, 2, 3 and 4 

(b) 4, 2, 3 and 1 

(c) 1, 3, 2 and 4 

(d) 4, 3, 2 and 1 
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52. In a 7 m thick soil srur:um, with its initial 
void ratio of 0·40, the void ratio 
decreases to 0·30 w~1en 1he ~ffective 

pressure on the stratl::n is increased by 
1·0 kg/cm2

• The conwlidation settlement 
of the stratum will te 

(a) 5 em 

(b) 50 em 

(c) 100 em 

(d) 150 em 

53. A footing 1 m x 1 m in size r~srs on the 
surface of an infinite layer of wil. It is 
subjected to a load of 600 kN. What is 
the immediate settle::r:ent of the soil by 
considering Eu = 2{• ~Pa, N = 0·5 and 
influence factor = 0·95? 

(a) 22·5 mm 

(b) 25·5 mm 

(c) 27·5 mm 

(d) 30·0 mm 

54. A stratum of soil comists of three layers 
of equal thickness. T~1e permeability of 
both the top and the bottnm layers is 
10-4 cm/s; and that of the middle layer 
is 10-3 cm/s; then the '/alue of the 
horizontal coefficien: )f permeability for 
the entire composite Cof the soil layers is 

(a) 2 x 10-4 crn/s 

(b) 3 x 10-4 crn/s 

(c) 4 x to-4 cm/s 

(d) 5 x 10-4 cm/s 
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55. Cousider the following statements 
regarding the overflow rate of a sedi
mer; tation tank : 

56. 

1. Tempe::-ature of water affects the 
overflow rate 

2. Size of particle intended to be 
removed does not affect the 
overflov.r rate 

3. Density of particle intended to be 
· removed affects the overt1ow rate 

Which of the above statements are 
correc~? 

(a) 1 and 3 only 

(b) 1 and 2 only 

<c) 2 and 3 only 

(d) 1, 2 and 3 

I, 

:;--~~ 
1 I ""' 1.(• - - - - ~ - - - - - - - -~ 

I I 

l·) 10·0 

------- p 

The v1rgin compression curve for a 
particular E oil is as shown in the above 
figu~e on 1;1e standard graphical format. 
The compression i:1dex of the soil is 

(a) 0·3 

(b_l ·}4 

(c·· 0·5 } 

(d) C·6 
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57. In a triaxial co~ression test, the major 
principal stress was 9C kPa and the 
minor principal str~~s \Was }) kPa, at 
failure. The pore pressure at fc_ilure was 
observed to be 1 ) kPa. The tangent of 
the angle of shecriL~ ref.i3tance of the 
sandy soil that was -:ested was 

(a) t 
(b) t 
(c) t 
(d) t 

58. A cylindrical soil spec:men of saturated 
clay, 3·50 em diameter end 3 em length, 
is tested in an unccnf::1ed compression 
testing machine. T1te spec:men failed 
under a vertical loac of 50 kg together 
with an accompanyir.g additicnal defor
mation of 8 mm. What i.; the unco:1fined 
compressive strength of t1is ·~iay ? 

(a) 4·67 kg/cm2 

(b) 5·0 kg/cm2 

(c) 5·5 kg/cm2 

(d) 6·0 kg/cm2 

59. Consider the following stakments rel:ated 
to the properties of a 50cd quality soil 
sample: 

1. Area ratio should Je ow 

2. Cutting edge should b:: thick 

3. Inside clearance should be high 

4. Outside clearance s 10L t::i be low 

Which of the above su.:eme"lts ere 
correct? 

(a) 1 and 2 

(b) 2 and 3 

(c) 3 and 4 

(d) 1 and 4 
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60. Ccnsider the following statements 
regarding biochemical oxygen demand 
(BOD) of river water : 

1. The BOD rate constant varies with 
river water temperature 

2. The BOD rate constant does not 
depend on the BOD of the river 
water 

3. The BOD rate constant is often 
different for different river waters 

4. The BOD rate constant cannot be 
determined in a laboratory 

Which of the above statements 
correct? 

(a) 1 and 4 

(b) 1 and 3 

(c) 2 and 3 

(d) 2 and 4 

are 

61. The ~ime taken to construct a building 
was from April 1992 to September 1993. 
In September 1996, the average settle
ment was found to be 5·16 em. If the 
ultimate setti'ement is estimated to be 
25 en, then the settlement in January 
1997 would have been 

(a) 6 em 

(b) 7 em 

(c) 8 em 

(d) 9 em 
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62. Consider the follc'W'i::1g statem..,~ts : 

1. The proponioni::1g of footing in sand 
is mor~ of:~E ,govemed ty settle
ment rather than by bearir.g capacity. 

2. The pressur~ ·Julb profiles under a 
strip D)Otirg form as co-axially 
imaginable bulbs under it:; length. 

3. Friction piles are alw called 
'floating pile::' 

Which of rhe above statements are 
correct? 

(a: 1, 2 and 3 

(b) 1 and 2 only 

(c) 1 and 3 onl~ 

(d) 2 and 3 ohly 

63. Wl:ich of the fo: !owi.ng facto~s affect 
the bearing cEpacity of cohesive mils ? 

1. Density d thr:- soil 

2. Angle of shec..r:ng resistance of the 
soil 

3. Depth of the :icting 

4. Width of -.he fu Jting 

(a) 1, 2 and J on~ 

(b) 1, 2 and L only 

(c) 2, 3 and 4 onl:r 

(d) 1, 2, 3 and 4 
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64. Consider the following statements: 

1. The required yield of a retaining 
wall to reach equilibrium in the 
active case is less than for the 
passive case. 

2. Tl:e active pressure caused by a 
co_1esionless backfill on a smooth 
vertical retaining wall may be 
recuced by compacting the backfill. 

3. Given a choice, one should prefer a 
cotesive soil for a backfill vis-a-vis 
a non-cohesive soil. 

Which of the above statements are 
correct r 

(a) 1, 2 and 3 only 

(b) 1 and 2 only 

(c) 1 and 3 only 

(d) 2 ar_d 3 only 

65. Consider the following statements: 

Problems regarding foundations to be 
ccnstructed in expansive soils are solved 
by 

l. Resorting to light foundation pres
sure 

2. Using under-reamed piles for light 
loads 

3. Making the structure rigid enough 
so that settlement and uplift would 
not affect them 

4 Providing a well-designed basement 
with the foundation below the 
neutra: point 
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Which of the above sta-:ements are 
correct? 

(a) 1 and 2 

(b) 2 and 4 

(c) 1 and 3 

(d) 2 and 3 

66. Which of the following t-::sts are essential 
for designing a found1tion on expan
sive soils? 

1. Swelling pressure ~t 

2. Free sweJ test 

3. Estimation of diffete:1.tal free swell 

4. Shrinkage limit tes~ 

(a) 1, 2 and 3 only 

(b) 1, 2 and 4 only 

(c) 1, 2, 3 arxl 4 

(d) 2, 3 and ~ only 

67. Consider the fo_lowing sta~.oe-1ts : 

The general pri:1ciples of mneying are 

1. To work fram part 1c• wh:Jle 

2. To locate a new statim -JY meas
urements from at ~east t.vo fixed 
reference pJ:nts alreEdy e~tablished 
and/ or iden:i5able 

Which of the clove staX::n~nJ:s is/ are 
correct? 

(a) 1 only 

(b) 2 only 

(c) Both 1 and 2 

(d) Neither 1 nor 2 
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68. Consider the following statements : 

1. Dynamic resistance of a soil IS 

not much different from its static 
resi3tance 

· 2. The most comprehensive pile driving 
formula is Hiley's formula 

3. Pile driving formulae are more 
useful if the subsoil consists of 
coarse grained soils 

Which of the above statements are 
correct'? 

(a) 1 and 2 only 

(b) 1 an1 3 only 

(c) 2 ani 3 only 

(d) I, 2 and 3 

69. The Whole Circle Bearing of line AB 
is 50° and of line BC is 120°. The 
::leflection angle at B from AB to BC is 

:a) 50° 

ip) 70° 

fc) 110° 

cd) 120° 

70. ~he levelling staff held at a distance 
of 200 m is read at 4· 54 m with the 
bubble out of centre by 2 divisions · 
t)wards the observer. If the sensitiveness 
cf the bubble is 25 sees/division, and 
1 division = 2 mm, then actual staff 
r~ading must have been 

::a) 4·5 m 

(b) 4-492 m 

(c) 4·54 m 

(d) 4·62 m 
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71. In a levelling survey, the sumrr_atio::l of 
all backsights and the sLmmation of all 
foresights are 7·475 o :md 7·395 m, 
respectively. The reduced leve: of the 
initial benchmark is I. ( 0·000 m. The 
reduced level of the la.;: poin: wh~re 
the staff is held will be 

(a) 100·000 m 

(b) 100·080 m 

(c) 107·395 m 

(d) 107·475 m 

72. Consider the following stalem(2":t~ 

regarding excreta disp<8a2 ·Nithout wc..1er 
carriage system : 

I. Pit-Privy is a pi: i:t the grou•d 
with the toilet sea~ bcated directly 
over it. 

2. Bore-Hole Latrines iJ not cau:e 
nuisance due to flie3 and od·)Ur. 

3. Aqua-Privy work~ on the sarr.e 
principle as a septic tank. 

4. In the context of a Borc-Hcle 
Latrine, a pit of 1bont 30 ~m b 

40 em diameter is dL g to a dept:1 
of 4 m to 8 m. 

Which of the above E.tatemen1:5 a::-e 
correct? 

(a) 1, 2 and 3 only 

(b) 2 and 4 only 

(c) 1, 3 and 4 only 

(d) 1, 2, 3 and 4 
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73. Wh ch of the following minor instru
mer ts are used for setting out right 
angles in chain surveying ? 

1. Cross staff 

2. Optical square 

3. Prism square 

4. Auto level 

(a) 1 and 2 only 

·~) 1 and 3 only 

(c) l, 2 and 3 

(d) 2, 3 and 4 only 

74. Regarding a Prismatic Compass, which 
one :.>f the following statements is 
correct? 

(a) The object is sighted first. The 
observer then moves to the side of 
the object vane to take the reading 

(b) S ~ghting and reading are done simul
taneously 

(c) T _1e readings are taken from the 
north end 

(d) The compass has an edge bar 
n€:edle 

75. With rt;gard to Trigonometric Levelling, 
which :me of the following statements 
is correct at its simplest applications ? 

(a) Determination of the elevations of 
stations is based on the observed 
vertical angles and the horizontal 
distances 
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(b) Determinatic·n c•f the horizontal 
distances is ba3ej oo the observed 
vertical angles 

(c) Determinatio::1 of the vertical angles 
is based on the o Jse:ved hori:wntal 
distances 

(d) Determinatio::1 o: the horiz:mtal 
distances is basec on the obs~rved 
vertical angles nd the mea~ured 
elevations 

7 6. Consider the follo~i:~g sta1ements : 

1. The compon~rJ of the distance 
between two points measured ir: the 
north-south d~rectioon is called the 
latitude of the lbe, between the 
points 

2. The component of the distance 
between two p)ir_ts measured in the 
east-west directior. is called the 
departure of the li:le, between the 
points 

3. The latitude is coruidered as p:~si
tive when reck-)ned southward 

4. The departure is considered as 
negative when rr::ckond westward 

Which of the abc·ve statements are 
correct? 

(a) 1, 2 and 3 onl} 

(b) 2, 3 and 4 only 

(c) 1, 2 and 4 only 

(d) 1, 2, 3 and 4 
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77. For minor adjustments of horizontal 
angie s measured using a theodolite, the 
tangential screw is adjusted after 

(a) both the plates are undamped 

(b) the lower plate is clamped and the 
upper plate is undamped 

(c) t1e upper plate is clamped and the 
lower plate is undamped 

(d) both the plates are clamped 

"8. Consider the following statements 
regardmg ecology: 

1. Qimax ecosystem is a stage in the 
evolution of an ecosystem, at which 
' all the species are in dynamic 

ec_uilibrium among themselves as 
al:;o with the environment. 

2. Ecological niche means all the 
physical, chemical and biological 
factors that a species needs in 
order to live and reproduce exist. 

3. Edge effect refers to the presence 
of rich and unique biological diver
sity found in an ecotone. 

Which of the above statements are 
correct~ 

(a) 1, 2 and 3 

(b) I a:td 2 only 

(c) I and 3 only 

(d) 2 and 3 only 

(a) should not be more than 30"' 

(b) should not be less than 30° or more 
than 120° 

(c) are not restrictec ~n magniturle 

(d) should not be less thar_ 120'' 

80. To uniquely determine the position cf 
the user using GPS, one needs t•J 
receive signals fran at least 

(a) 1 satellite 

(b) 2 satellites 

(c) 3 satellites 

(d) 4 satellites 

81. Which one of the foLowing Remote 
Sensing Systems empioys only one 
detector? 

(a) Scanning 

(b) Framing 

(c) · Electromagnetic spectrum 

(d) All of the above 

82. The maximum sup;!rekvation to be 
provided on a road rur1e is 1 in 13. If 
the rate of change of stqerelevation is 
specified as I in t20 :md the mad width 
is I 0 m, then the mimmun length of the 
transition curve on each end will be 

(a) 120m 

(b) 100 m 

79. For better accuracy in measuring and (c) 80 m 
plotting t1e sides of a triangle by triangu-
lation, th;! angles of the triangle (d) 180 m 
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83. A four-lane ,jivided highway, with each 
carri;geway being 7·0 m wide, is to be 
constmcted in a zone of high rainfall. 
ln th: s stretch, the highway has a longi
tudiml slope of 3% and is provided a 
c:amber of ~%. What is the hydraulic 
gradient on t1is highway in this stretch ? 

(a) 4·0% 

(b) 3·6% 

(~) L..·5% 

(j) >O% 

!W. I 1 ar: area Jf heavy rainfall, a State 
Highway of tigh-type bituminous surface 
with four lanes (14·0 m wide) is to 
te constructed. What will be the height 
cf tl~ e cro'W11 of the road relative 
to the edges for a composite camber 
(.e. middle h:llf as parabolic and the rest 
as straight lir_es) ? 

(a) 14 em 

(b) 21 em 

(c) 2:8 em 

(d) 7 em 

S5. Consider the ::Ollowing statements : 

l. Effective stress in a sand layer 
b~low a lake with standing water 
d Jes not alter· as the water level 
fluctuates. 

2. Regarding water table below the 
g-ound surface, any rise . in the 
'.·vater table causes equal changes in 
b')th pore pressure and effective 
stress.· 

3. C1pillary saturation will cause the 
effective stress to increase. 
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Which of the ab·Jve :;-.at::men~s are 
correct? 

(a) 1, 2 and 3 

(b) 1 and 2 only 

(c) 2 and 3 only 

(d) 1 and 3 only 

86. A descending grc.dier.t d 4% meets 
an ascending grade cf l i::1 .:..o -,·here a 
valley curve of le::1gth 20) m JS tc· be 
formed. What will be tte jisU..-;ce of 
the lowest point on fle va11~y curw from 
its first tangent poin: ? 

(a) 100m 

(b) 111 m 

(c) 125m 

(d) 118m 

87. What will be the non-rassing s1ght 
distance on a highway fOr a :lesign 
speed of 100 kmpt when i13 asce:1d:ing 
gradient is 2% ? Assuoe cocfficirnt of 
friction as 0· 7 and brake e::::lcit:ncy a5 

50%. 

(a) 176m 

(b) 200m 

(c) 150m 

(d) 185m 
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88. Consider the following statements : 

1 The ultimate bearing capacity of a 
footing on sand increases with an 
increase in its width. 

2. The settlement of the footing on 
sand increases with increase in its 
width. 

\\.'hi ~h of the above statements are 
correct? 

(a) 1 only 

(b) 3oth 1 and 2 

(c) 2 only 

(d) Neither 1 nor 2 

89. The duration of green time in a traffic 
signal depends on 

(a) traffic density 

(b) trdiic volume 

(c) traffic speed 

(d) AL of the above 

90. What 'will be the theoretical maximum 
capacity (to nearest 10 units) for a single 
lane of highway given that the speed of 
the traffc stream is 40 kmph ? 

(a) 3000 veh/h 

(b) 286(1 veh/h 

(c) 201G veh/h 

(d) 2510 veh/h 

91. The lowest height above the .runway 
where the pilots make the decision to 
continue tr e landing manoeuvre or to cut 
it short is called the 
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(a) Runwa:; hei_sht 

(b) Decisioa hei sht 

(c) Threshold height 

(d) Runway visual range 

92. ·what would be the admissible gadiem 
for a BG trac:<: when the grade ::-e~istance 
coupled with a 4° curve resista.Ix:e shaL 
equal the re.oistance due to a ruling 
gradient of 1 in 200 ? 

(a) 0·30% 

(b) 0·40% 

(c) 0·24% 

(d) 0·34% 

93. In the layout of an MG tratk, the 
versine of a hoizomal circula c1:ve is 
measured over a 11·8 m ch:xd !ength. 
What would be -:he radm~ of fre crve if 
the value of the venine was 2 em? 

(a) 900 m 

(b) 800 m 

(c) 870 m 

(d) 850 m 

94. \Vnat will be the optimum dept:l cJ 
ballast cushion req!.lired for a BG rai_wa:; 
track below the slee1=ers wi;:h sl~e~ 
density of (M + 5) and b::>ttorr_ widti o: 
22·22 em? 

(a) 25 em 

(b) 21 em 

(c) 28 em 

(d) 30 em 
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95. Which one of the following items of 
hil road construction does not help in 
the prevention of landslides during the 
monsoon season ? 

(a) Breast walls 

(b) Hair-pin bends 

(c) Catch-water drains 

(d) Retaining walls 

96. Th~ radius of a horizontal circular curve 
is 480 m and design speed therein 
70 kmph. What will be the equilibrium 
sup~relevation for the pressures on the 
inner and the outer wheels to be equal ? 

(a) 5% 

(b) 6% 

(c) 7% 

(d) 8% 

97. The '1lnway length for' an airport located 
at 4 50 m above · MSL, corrected for 
elevation, is 3670 m. The monthly means 
of maximum and mean daily tempera
tures for the hottest month of the year 
are 7.7°C and l8°C, respectively. What 
will be the final corrected length of the 
runway with correction incorporated also 
due t !> temperature effects ? 

(a) 4500 m 

(b) ~00 m 

(c) 3750 m 

(d) 3400 m 
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98. 'The magnetic az~muth of or_c end of a 
runway is 80° measured clochtise from 
t~e magnet~ no:tl. The other :::nd of the 
runway wil\ be nJmbered as 

(a) 16 

(b) 24 

(c) 26 

(c) 8 

99. What will be t:le initial traffic after 
cc•nstruction, in COJ1111ercial vtl:-_)cles per 
dz.y (CVD) :or the following ina? 

Annual average c.aily traffic at hst 
count = 4(10 CVD 

Rate of trafflC gro~th per ann1:n = 7% 

The road is propc·~d to be com?leted 
in ~ years 

(a) 500 

(b) 421 

(c) 490 

. (d) 449 

100. Wh1t shall be t~ radius of an exit 
taxi way with de~ip1 exit speed of 
90 kmph and coefficient of :fiction 
0·13? 

(a) 550 m 

(b) 500 m 

(c) 475 m 

(d) 449 m 
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Directions : 

Ec.ch of the next Twenty (20) items consists 
of t;vo statements, one labelled as the 
'Statement J)' and the other as 'Statement 
<==)'. Examine these two statements carefully 
ar_d select the answers to these items using 
th.e ~des given below: 

CJdes: 

(a) Both Statement (I) and Statement 
0 I) are individually true and State
ment (II) is the correct explanation 
of Statement (I) 

(b) Both Statement (I) and Statement 
(II) are individually true but 
Statement (II) is not the correct 
explanation of Statement (I) 

(c) Statement (I) is true but Statement 
(II) is false 

(d) Statement (I) is false but Statement 
(II) is true 

lOL Statement (I) : Open channel flow in a 
channel is said to be 
critical when the specific 
force is maximum for a 
given discharge. 

State:nent (II) : Direct integration for 
steady non-uniform flow 
by Bresse's method was 
developed for very wide 
rectangular channels. 

101. Statement (I) : A moving hydraulic jump 
is called a surge. 

Statement (II) : The travel of a wave 
is faster in the upper 
portion than in the lower 
portion in case of posi
tive surges. 
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103. Statement (I) : Total energy line and the 
hydraulic gradient line 
for c.. pipe flow cmnot 
intersect each other 

Statement (II) : The vertical differences 
between thes;: two lines 
mus1 equal the velocity 
head 

104. Statement (I) : In a reciprocating rump, 
the :>is ton is consi iered 
to be moving with ~mple 
harmonic motion oo the 
asstml:>tion that the 
con•ecting rod is very 
larg;: compared to the 
crank length. 

Statement (ll) : There is accelerahon at 
the beginning and 
retardation at the end of 
each stroke. 

105. Statement (I) : Pos •ibility of cavitt:ion is 
an important com idera
tior in the selection of a 
turbine for a given head 
and a rang~ of corres
pording spe:::ific speed. 

Statement (II) : High-speed turbia:s are 
used for high heads. 

106. Statement (I) : By providing Air 'vessels 
on the suction and 
dehv~ry sides of a reci-

. prc·cc.ting :;mmp, it is 
possible to increc.se the 
de:ivery head of the 
pu-:np. 

Statement (II) : The Air Vessel termi
na-:eE the acceleration 
held and contributes to 
the outgoing discharge 
b~Dfning reasonably 
sttacy and unifor:n. 
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1 (17. Statement J) : If the soil moisture is 
only slightly more than 
the wilting coefficient, 
the plant must expend 
extra energy to obtain 
the water; and hence the 
plant will not grow 
healthily. 

Statement (II) : Excessive water supply 
retards plarit growth. 

10~. Statement (I) : Dracontiasis is transmit
ted by drinking contami
nated water. 

Statement(IJ) : Dracontiasis can be con
trolled by filtration of the 
drinking water. 

1 OS'. State:nent (n : Coagulation is the pro
cess of charge neutra
lization on colloids. 

Statement (lfl : Flocculation is the pro
cess to grow the 
chargeless colloids into 
settleable floes. 

110. Stateoent (I~ : The flow in water distri
bution pipes takes place 
due to gravity. 

Statement (II) : The flow in sewers 
takes place due to 
gravity. 

111. Staten·ent {I) : Anaerobic digestion of 
sewage is unsuitable in 
the vicinity of a crowded 
locality. 

Statement (II) : Aerobic digestion of 
sewage is costly but is 
suitable at a crowded 
locality. 
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112. Statement (I) : Dutj of dri'J irrigation ;s 
V':!I) high. 

Statement (II) : ~sses are least in cri'J 
irig1tion. 

113. Statement (I) : An alluvial channel is 
defined as 1 channel in 
w:1ich the flow trans
pc·rt~ sedi::11ent of the 
same physical character
istics as the material ir. 
the wetted surface of 
the channel. 

Statement (II) : Ttis ensures that the 
channel cross-section and 
the c~1annel :olope do not 
change. 

114. Statement (I) : The excavation of side 
slope of 2.11. irrigation 
canal for clayey type of 
soil should be made at 
1 : 1 (i.e. 1 horizontal to 
1 vertical) which is 
tabn as nearly equal to 
th~ angle of internal 
friction of ti-_e soil. 

Statement (II) : The_ angle of internal 
fric:ion re~sents the 
stat le slope when the 
excavated soil, or soil in 
loose conditions, assumes 
when dumped in situ. 

115. Statement (I) : Composting i; basically 
a treatment method for 
inorsanic waste from a 
C0111_11Unity. 

Statement (II) : In t~ incinerat:on methoc 
of refuse di:nosaL the 
refuse is burnt •Jff and the 
volume is much reduced. 
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116. s-.atement (I) : Gases are normally 
formless fluids and can be 
changed to liquid or solid 
states by change of tem
perature and pressure. 

S~temmt On : Smog refers to the 
occurrence of a heavy, 
cloudy, hazy floating 
layer in the atmosphere 
formed by a mixture of 
smoke, dust, fog and 
mist. 

117. Stltement (I) : The specific speed CNs) 
of a centrifugal pump 
is defined as the speed 
(in rpm) at which it 
works most efficiently. 

Sta:emat On : The specific speed is a 
characteristic of pumps 
that can be used as a 
basis for comparing the 
perfonrtance of centri
fugal pumps. 
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118. Statement (I) : Permaner_t lo\\oerin~ of 
grou"J.d wate:- table 
resuls ir settlement 6f 
foundations. 

Statement (II) : Increase in effe ::thre 
stres~ does not result in 
settlt:men: of st::-ata. 

119. Statement (D : Boussine~q eqLatio:::1 is 
not s.1itabl.e for :;edime"J.
tary deposits. 

Statement (II) : Sedimentary deposit:. do 
not represent an iso
tropic:-cUill-homogen~ous 

system. 

120. State:nent (I) : In cJhes:ve soils, tte 
ultim:tte b~aring capc.:ity 
is inck:pendent of fou..•da
tion width. 

· State::-nent (II) : The ulti::-nate b~aring 

capacity o: cohe::ive Eoi: s 
increc.ses with depth 
belo"' grot2nd lev~l. 
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